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The fundamental mode of a conical refraction resonator, 
i.e. an optical cavity where light experiences conical 
refraction (CR) from a biaxial crystal, is experimentally 
demonstrated in the plano-concave cavity configuration. 
We have discovered that the fundamental CR mode is 
characterized by the polarization and intensity structures 
of CR beams between the plane mirror and CR crystal and 
it resembles the fundamental Gaussian mode with 
homogeneous polarization between the crystal and 
concave mirror. We theoretically explained this 
fundamental CR mode using the dual cone model and 
symmetry of the CR phenomenon and confirmed this 
explanation by numerical simulations.  
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Optical resonators/cavities are indispensable parts of lasers [1,2] 
and some types of interferometers [3]. Different types of resonator 
modes are distinguished by longitudinal and transverse 
distribution of light intensity and light polarization [1, 2, 4 - 8]. There 
are two main types of polarization modes [1,2]: modes with (i) 
homogeneous and (ii) inhomogeneous states of polarization (SOP). 
Linearly polarized (LP) modes are well known examples of the 
former type [1, 2]. Azimuthally and radially polarized modes are 
examples of the latter type [1, 2, 9, 10]. 
Intracavity birefringent crystals can be used to select resonator 
modes with either homogeneous or inhomogeneous SOP [2, 9, 10]. 
LP modes are eigenmodes of such resonators when crystal optic 
axis and resonator axis are misaligned [1,2]. Azimuthally and 
radially polarized modes have been observed when the optic axis of 
uniaxial crystal and resonator optical axis are aligned [9,10].  
Azimuthally and radially polarized modes [9–13] are examples of 
cylindrical vector (CV) beams [14, 15]. They possess cylindrical 
axial symmetry of SOP, which is a consequence of axial symmetry of 

resonator optical anisotropy. These unique properties of CV beams 
can lead to new interesting applications [15], for instance, in tight 
focusing [16,17], high-resolution molecular imaging [18] and 
material processing [12,13]. 
Recently, there has been an increased interest in the study of light 
beams obtained under the conical refraction (CR) phenomenon 
[19–22], i.e. when light propagates along one of optic axes of a 
biaxial crystal (BC) [23–37]. These CR beams lack axial symmetry. 
They represent another kind of inhomogeneous SOP where any 
opposite points are orthogonally linearly polarized, in contrast to 
CV beams which have opposite points with the same SOP. 
Applications of CR beams for free-space optical communication 
[27], particle trapping and manipulation [28], polarization 
metrology [30], Bose–Einstein condensates [35], and high–
harmonic generation [36] have already been demonstrated, see 
also recent review [37]. Recently, beams with CR output patterns 
from lasers with conical refraction of light inside their cavities have 
been demonstrated [38-44]. The understanding of the formation of 
such CR-like modes in lasers and in optical resonators is lagging. 
In this article, the fundamental CR mode is experimentally 
demonstrated in the plano-concave resonator by exploring the CR 
phenomenon in an intracavity biaxial crystal for mode selection. 
This fundamental CR mode appears when one of the optic axes of 
the crystal and resonator axis are aligned, see Fig. 1. We call this 
configuration a CR resonator because the observed CR mode 
between the crystal and plain mirror resembles the polarization 
and intensity distribution of a CR beam, however, it resembles an 
ordinary fundamental Gaussian beam with homogeneous SOP 
between the crystal and curved mirror. Moreover, we demonstrate 
how a light beam is transformed during and restored after a single-
round trip in the CR resonator. For these purposes, we explored 
cascaded CR in reflection geometry when a light beam passes along 
the optic axis of a biaxial crystal, reflects from a plane mirror and 
passes backward through the same crystal. The results reported in 
this article are crucial for the development of new applications of CR 
in the field of lasers, optical resonators and optical interferometry 
because they provide us with a deeper understanding of the 
formation of CR modes in optical cavities. 
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Fig. 1.  (color online) Fundamental CR mode. Experimental setup 
(center). Characteristic CR intensity and polarization pattern observed 
at plane mirror M1 (left) and fundamental Gaussian intensity profile 
with homogeneous SOP at curved mirror M2 (right) when circularly 
polarized light from an external laser is injected through a glass plate 
(GP, solid line) close to the plane mirror M1. Optic axis c of intracavity 
biaxial crystal is aligned along the resonator axis (dashed line). Another 
optic axis of the crystal is in the plane perpendicular to the figure. Similar 
patterns are observed when light is injected between the crystal and 
curved mirror M2 (GP, dotted lines). Double arrows show polarization 
distribution. The insets above the beam images show intensity 
distributions through the centers of corresponding patterns. 

Conical Refraction Resonators are resonators where propagating 
light experiences the CR phenomenon within the cavity. The 
simplest configuration of a CR resonator is shown in Fig. 1. It is 
comprised of a biaxial crystal with one of its optic axes (c) aligned 
along the optical axis of a plano-concave or hemi-spherical 
resonator formed by plane M1 and concave M2 mirrors.  
In our setup (Fig. 1) we used the Nd:KGd(WO4)2 (Nd:KGW) biaxial 
crystal (3 at.% doping) (22 mm long with cross-section 3x4 mm2, 
CR ring radius of R0 = 0.37 mm) placed between plane M1 and 
concave M2 (radius of curvature ROC = 200 mm) mirrors. The 
distance between mirrors was 125 mm, which determined the 
Gaussian mode with a beam waist radius of w0=0.18 mm in a non-
CR resonator. Such a beam waist defines the characteristic 
parameter ρ0 = R0 / w0 =2.06 of the CR phenomenon [22–25, 29, 33, 
34]. A glass plate (GP) inclined to the resonator axis was used for 
coupling an external laser light into the cavity. As injected light, we 
used an output beam from an electrically pumped vertical external 
cavity surface emitting semiconductor laser (EP VECSEL) (λ = 
980nm, M2~10) magnified to a diameter of 12 mm and 
transformed to circular polarization. 
Transverse patterns of the observed CR resonator mode at the 
plane M1 and concave M2 mirrors are presented in Fig.1, see left and 
right inset respectively, for a configuration when external light was 
injected between the crystal and the plane mirror M1 (Fig.1, GP solid 
line). This configuration allows one to distinguish whether a CR 
mode or a single pass CR phenomenon is observed. In the latter 
case, a CR ring pattern [26] would appear at the concave mirror M2, 
which did not occur in our case (see insets in Fig. 1). We observed 
similar transverse patterns as in Fig.1 when injected light was 
coupled through a GP (dotted line in Fig.1) placed between the 
crystal and concave mirror M2. 
The observed resonator mode can be called fundamental CR mode 
because it possesses two remarkable characteristics. (i) Its 
transverse pattern at the plane mirror (Fig.1, left inset) resembles 
the intensity and polarization structure of the CR pattern observed 
in CR experiments [26-29]. In particular, the observed mode has a 
bright ring structure with inhomogeneous SOP distribution at the 
plane mirror as a CR beam would have at the focal (Lloyd) plane, i.e. 
any two opposite points on the ring have linear orthogonal 
polarizations and the direction of polarization is continuously 
varied along the ring. (ii) The observed mode at concave mirror has 

a fundamental Gaussian intensity profile (with goodness of fit 
R2=98.6%) with homogeneous SOP (Fig.1, right inset). 
In order to ensure that the observed CR mode is not a high-order 
mode of an ordinary (non-CR) resonator, we have captured images 
at different planes far from the plane mirror, see Figs. 2(a) to 2(d). 
At the plane mirror, the fundamental CR mode, Fig. 2(a), has 
characteristic patterns of a CR beam with a central spot and bright 
ring, which would also be observed under the CR phenomenon for 
the characteristic parameter ρ0 = 2.06 (see also Ref. [29]). Fig. 2 
clearly demonstrates two CR cones. Their cross-section looks like 
concentric rings and their diameters increase as the distance from 
the plane mirror increases, i.e. from Fig. 2(b) to Fig. 2(d). These 
cones are characteristics of CR beams [31, 32]. The central bright 
spot in Fig.2(b) is another remarkable manifestation of CR beams. It 
corresponds to the Raman spot (vertex of one of two CR cones) [21] 
usually observed in CR experiments [26]. One needs to mention that 
the diameter of one of the CR cones, which forms the Raman spot, 
decreases between the plane mirror (outer ring in Fig.2(a)) and the 
Raman spot (Fig.2(b)). 

 

Fig. 2.  The light beam propagating out of the plane mirror (a-d) for 
fundamental CR mode, which was excited in the CR resonator shown in 
Fig.1. Two CR cones expand from the plane mirror, figures (a) through 
(d). The central spot in figure (b) corresponds to the vertex (Raman 
spot) of one of the cones. The distance between the planes of 
consecutive images was 12 cm. Additional small spots in figures (c-d) 
correspond to the reflection of injected light from the crystal’s edges. 

Conical refraction within single round trip in CR resonator. In 
order to gain insight into the mechanisms of mode formation inside 
CR resonators, we have performed a set of experiments on CR in 
reflection geometry, see Fig. 3. In this configuration a light beam 
passes through a biaxial crystal, reflects from a mirror behind the 
crystal and passes back through the same crystal.  
The scheme of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. Collimated 
linearly polarized light from EP VECSEL described above is split by 
a non-polarizing beam splitter (NP BS, 50/50) to form two identical 
beams, a reflected reference beam and a transmitted signal beam. 
The latter one is focused by lens L into a biaxial crystal (BC) along 
one of its optic axes. This beam is refracted conically by the crystal. 
A CR crescent (ring) structure is formed at the focal (Lloyd) plane, 
see Fig. 3(b). We used a plano-convex focusing lens with a focal 
distance of f=75 mm and a l=6 mm long Nd:KGW crystal (3 at.% 
doping) cut perpendicular to one of its optic axes (misalignment 
within 1.5 mrad). The conicity parameter of the Nd:KGW crystal is 
equal to α = 17 mrad, which provides the CR ring with a radius of R0 
= l·α = 0.10 mm at the focal plane [22 – 26], see Fig. 3(b). 
After it has been reflected from the plane mirror M1, the signal beam 
propagates in the opposite direction through the same system 
made up of crystal BC and lens L. A part of the backward beam is 
redirected by the NP BS and registered by a CCD camera. 
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Fig. 3. (color online) Conical refraction in reflection geometry. Non-
polarizing beam splitter (NPBS) splits an input laser beam into two 
identical beams: reflected and transmitted beams. The former one is 
registered by a CCD camera as a reference beam after being reflected 
from a plane mirror M. The transmitted signal beam propagates along 
an optic axis through a biaxial crystal in the forward and backward 
directions. Lens L is used for focusing the forward beam and for 
collimating the backward beam. Reconstruction of light beam refracted 
conically (a-e). The input light beam from EP VECSEL (a), see 
parameters in the text, its CR crescent pattern at the plane mirror M1 (b) 
and reconstruction in the opposite direction (c) when the plane mirror 
surface coincides with the focal (Lloyd) plane (dotted line). The leftmost 
point of the CR crescent in figure (b) has the same vertical linear 
polarization (arrow) as the input beam. Any two opposite points of the 
CR crescent (ring) are linearly orthogonally polarized. The input beam 
is not reconstructed, i.e. backward beam distortion is observed, when 
the surface of the plane mirror M1 is angularly misaligned, for instance, 
in horizontal (d) or in vertical (e) direction. 

The same CCD camera is served to measure the profile of the 
reference beam reflected from the plane mirror M, see Fig. 3(a).  
When a plane mirror is used as the reflector M1 and its surface 
coincides exactly with the focal (Lloyd) plane, the backward beam 
passes along the crystal optic axis and undergoes CR. This CR 
transformation has the exact inverse effect compared to the CR 
effect in the forward direction and, therefore, the input beam is 
reconstructed after propagation through the crystal BC and lens L 
in the backward direction, see Fig. 3(c). Such configuration of the CR 
phenomenon in reflection geometry is equivalent to previously 
described cascaded CR with two identical and oppositely oriented 
biaxial crystals [27]. When the surface of the reflecting plane mirror 
M1 is angularly misaligned from the focal (Lloyd) plane, the 
backward beam does not propagate along the crystal optic axis, and 
birefringence of the backward beam can’t compensate the CR 
transformation that the forward beam undergoes, see Figs. 3(d) and 
3(e). The input beam is not restored when the plane mirror is 
moved from the focal (Lloyd) plane in either direction. 
Dual-cone model of CR resonator modes: Experimental results 
reported above provide a guide for theoretical modelling and an 
explanation to mode formation in CR resonators. More intuitive 
description can be envisaged by utilizing dual-cone model of CR [31, 
32]. Let’s consider an arbitrary set of waves that form resonator 
mode and propagate from a concave mirror M2 and undergo CR in 
an intracavity biaxial crystal, see Fig. 4. According to the dual-cone 
model, CR inside the crystal splits them into two cones (see C+ and 
C– cones and dotted lines in Fig.4). Behind the crystal these cones or 
their continuation have vertices at different spatial points along the 
propagation direction. The cones intersect at the focal (Lloyd) plain, 
the CR symmetry plain. This means that each CR cone is a mirror 
image of the other one with respect to its reflection in the focal 
plane. In CR resonators studied here, this mirror symmetry is used 
for CR mode formation by aligning the plane mirror M1 (Fig. 4) with 
the Lloyd plain of CR produced by the intracavity BC. CR mirror 

symmetry means that after reflecting the C+/C– cone, a C–/C+ cone is 
formed, i.e. it acquires the same polarization distribution and the 
same wavefront as the C–/C+ cone does. When propagating back in 
space, each cone undergoes inverse transformation in the crystal. 
This means that the initial set of waves is restored at the crystal exit 
and it propagates in the opposite direction, i.e. to concave mirror. 
Therefore, any field distribution with a wavefront that is compatible 
with mirror M2 will form a resonator mode. In our case, with 
spherical concave mirror M2, it is the fundamental Gaussian mode. 

 

Fig. 4. (color online) Dual cone model of CR resonator modes. C+ (red) 
and C– (yellow) represent two cones of conically refracted light. C+ cone 
has a vertex outside the CR resonator. Dotted lines represent profiles of 
CR cones inside the biaxial crystal. The dashed line represents the 
resonator axis. Left and right insets show theoretically calculated 
patterns of the fundamental CR mode at the plane and concave mirrors 
with parameters of CR resonator in Fig. 1. (A), (B) and (C) indicate plains 
where Figs. 2(d), 2(c) and 2(b) were taken. The CR cavity here is the 
same as in Fig.1 but has been rotated by 90⁰ around the cavity axis in 
order to show the lateral shift of the output beam center, given by vector 
G, with respect to the cavity axis. Vector G is a characteristic of a biaxial 
crystal: its orientation depends on the plane containing the two optic 
axes of the crystal, while its magnitude depends on the length and 
conicity parameter of the crystal. G indicates a transverse shift of beam 
center under the CR phenomenon [22,26] when light propagates from 
concave M2 to plane M1 mirror. It is equal to the vector pointing from the 
CR ring point with tangential polarization toward the CR ring center. 
Transverse shift for the center of light beam propagating from plane to 
concave mirror is given by –G. 

We performed simulations of the CR resonator mode on the basis of 
the beam propagation method and theoretical models of CR 
developed previously [22–25]. We determined parameters of the 
fundamental gaussian mode at the curved mirror, which provided 
stationary transverse profiles at both mirrors. Theoretical results 
are shown in insets in Fig. 4 for CR mode with circular polarization 
at concave mirror. They corroborate with experimental results 
reported in Fig. 1. Moreover, our theoretical results, see Fig. 4, 
demonstrate additional features of CR resonators and their modes. 
The center of the CR mode at the plane mirror is laterally shifted 
with respect to the axis of bulk resonator, i.e. without the crystal. It 
corroborates with previous observations that any beam that 
undergoes the CR phenomenon is laterally shifted in the plane of 
optic axes of a biaxial crystal used for CR [26]. In Fabry-Perot 
resonators, like the ones considered here, the axis of CR mode 
between the concave mirror and biaxial crystal coincides with the 
resonator axis because of axial cylindrical symmetry of the mode 
formed between them. Waves propagate twice through the crystal 
during their single round trip. The CR phenomenon inside the 
crystal breaks axis cylindrical symmetry of waves propagating from 
the concave to plane mirror and restore this symmetry when they 
propagate back to the concave mirror. The waves are laterally 
shifted in the plane of crystal optic axes, but in opposite directions 
during forward and backward propagation. To clarify, for 
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orientation of CR resonators as shown in Fig. 4, the center of light 
waves propagating from the concave to plane mirror is shifted up 
by vector G. Its modulus is equal to the radius of the observed CR 
ring pattern at the focal (Lloyd) plane, i.e. |𝑮| = 𝑅0 = 𝛼 𝑙. The 
center of light waves propagating from the plane to concave mirror 
is shifted down by –G. Consequently, the axial cylindrical symmetry 
of the resonator mode is restored between the crystal and concave 
mirror. 
In conclusion, we have proposed a new type of optical resonator: 
the CR resonator. In CR resonators, conical refraction of light inside 
the cavity is used for selection of resonator modes. For these 
purposes we used a biaxial crystal with its optic axis aligned with 
the resonator axis. We observed fundamental CR mode of simple CR 
resonator in plano-concave geometry. This mode has (i) 
inhomogeneous SOP and intensity distribution between the plane 
mirror and crystal, which resembles the CR beam observed in CR, 
and (ii) fundamental Gaussian profile between the crystal and 
concave mirror. The observed mode has a complex structure of 
phase surface at the plane mirror, which contrasts with the constant 
phase wavefront of fundamental Gaussian mode with 
homogeneous SOP. When compared with radially and azimuthally 
polarized modes, the fundamental CR mode lacks axial cylindrical 
symmetry in intensity and/or polarization distribution. Moreover, 
the axis of the output beam is laterally shifted with respect to the 
resonator axis, which is explained by a lateral shift provided under 
CR by an intracavity biaxial crystal.  
Our results open new unexplored grounds in the fields of optical 
resonators, optical interferometry, polarimetry, spectroscopy and 
lasers, and can initiate new studies and discoveries in these fields by 
exploring optical properties of the CR phenomenon. In particular, 
our findings suggest that resonator modes with different profiles at 
the plane mirror, including super-gaussian, single- and double-ring 
structures, demonstrated in previous CR experiments [37] should 
be observed in CR resonators and CR lasers. They can be selected by 
appropriate choice of resonator configuration and biaxial crystals 
controlled by the parameter ρ0 = R0/w0, which has been partially 
demonstrated in recent laser experiments with intracavity CR [44]. 
This makes CR resonators unique instruments to explore the 
unusual structure and properties of its modes for many new 
prospective applications. In particular, our results can inspire 
further theoretical and experimental investigations in the field of CR 
optical resonators and optical interferometry based on CR. They can 
lead to the development of new types of optical interferometers 
with enhanced precision of optical measurements based on strong 
angular sensitivity of the CR phenomenon. Results reported in this 
article improve our knowledge about CR resonators and CR lasers 
[38-43], which can provide better understanding of their eigen-
modes and lasing regimes, and, finally, can lead to the development 
of optimized and efficient schemes of their operation. 
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